
INLAYS FOR DUMMIES

Jerry's final thought... 

Ok, folks...so what have we learned on today's show?...Well, we now know that a heck of a lot 
of work goes into one of Jack's inlays & hopefully you should have gained a deeper 
appreciation of his work by watching the show...although if you've been following along then 
you should also realise that essentially anyone with hands, eyes & a desk should be able to 
give it a go... 

But what do we know about WHY Jack makes his inlays?...What motivates him?...What drives 
any artist to produce their work? So...to finish I asked Jack where he finds the inspiration to 
create his unique pieces...He simply told me: "I suffer from anxiety & depression, if I didn't have 
a way to produce some kind of creative output then I might as well kill myself as there is 
literally nothing else in my life, apart from the sense of satisfaction that I get from my work, that 
makes it worth living"... 

Hmm, a bit intense, I was really hoping for something a little more pithy, something upbeat, 
maybe something inspiring to end the show with, but there you go, that's what you should 
expect from an artist I guess...Ok. Be sure to tune in tomorrow when my guest will be 
Denise...now Denise wants to marry her horse, but after recently discovering information about 
a secret gender realignment operation, is now wondering if Mr Ed has been keeping 
something from her?...see you then, take care of yourself...& of each other...bye bye 

14There's nothing to see here...

DISCLAIMER 1: If after reading through this section you should in any way feel inspired to try some inlaying 
yourself, please take care as you are solely responsible for any cut, glued or sanded fingers as well as any 
increased levels of frustration that might occur while doing the work... 
DISCLAIMER 2: I have only explained the method that I use to produce my inlay work, I'm sure other artists use 
different techniques & go about things differently to me. If you would like to find out any information on how they 
produce their work then I would suggest either gaining a qualification in Cerebro studies at the Charles Xavier 
school for gifted youngsters or by tracking down the particular inlay artist of your choice, taking them hostage & 
extracting the information at gun point... 


